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Abstract 
Background and Objectives: The study of age-related facial shape changes across different 
populations and sexes requires new multivariate tools to disentangle different sources of 
variations present in 3D facial images. Here we wish to use a multivariate technique called 
multilevel principal components analysis (mPCA) to study three-dimensional facial growth in 
adolescents.  
Methods: These facial shapes were captured for Welsh and Finnish subjects (both male and 
female) at multiple ages from 12 to 17 years old (i.e., repeated-measures data). 1000 “dense” 
3D points were defined regularly for each shape by using a deformable template via 
“meshmonk” software. A three-level model was used here, namely: level 1 (sex/ethnicity); 
level 2, all “subject” variations excluding sex, ethnicity, and age; and level 3, age. The 
technicalities underpinning the mPCA method are presented in Appendices. 
Results: Eigenvalues via mPCA predicted that: level 1 (ethnicity/sex) contained 7.9% of 
variation; level 2 contained 71.5%; and level 3 (age) contained 20.6%. The results for the 
eigenvalues via mPCA followed a similar pattern to those results of single-level PCA. Results 
for modes of variation made sense, where effects due to ethnicity, sex, and age were reflected 
in modes at appropriate levels of the model. Standardised scores at level 1 via mPCA showed 
much stronger differentiation between sex and ethnicity groups than results of single-level 
PCA. Results for standardised scores from both single-level PCA and mPCA at level 3 
indicated that females had different average “trajectories” with respect to these scores than 
males, which suggests that facial shape matures in different ways for males and females. No 
strong evidence of differences in growth patterns between Finnish and Welsh subjects was 
observed.  
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Conclusions: mPCA results agree with existing research relating to the general process of 
facial changes in adolescents with respect to age quoted in the literature. They support previous 
evidence that suggests that males demonstrate larger changes and for a longer period of time 
compared to females, especially in the lower third of the face. These calculations are therefore 
an excellent initial test that multivariate multilevel methods such as mPCA can be used to 
describe such age-related changes for “dense” 3D point data. 
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1 Introduction 
Three dimensional (3D) facial imaging is a useful method of exploring and quantifying facial 
shape. 3D imaging is a valuable tool in understanding surgical outcomes after orthognathic 
surgery [1], malocclusion [2], associations between facial morphology and cardiometabolic 
risk [3], lip shape during speech [4], facial asymmetry [5], and sleep apnoea [6]. Foetal alcohol 
syndrome [7,8], Treacher Collins syndrome [9,10], Downs syndrome [11] are just three 
examples of disorders that can affect facial shape. Facial simulation is of much interest for 
human–computer interfaces (see, e.g., [12–14]). Normal facial development (“growth” or 
“ageing”) begins at conception and can be influenced by genetics with over 50 genes 
discovered [15-19]. Subtle facial differences can be detected between populations reflecting 
the differing genetic structures in distinct population groups [20-24]. In addition, 
environmental factors can influence face shape over the course of life such as maternal smoking 
or alcohol [25-27], atmospheric toxins which can cross the placenta [28], childhood illnesses 
[29], and medical conditions [30,31]. 3D (computed tomography) images have also been 
explored in forensic facial reconstructions [32,33]. A review of the use of 3D facial imaging is 
given in Ref. [34]. The (statistical) analysis of 3D facial shapes has been carried out in many 
ways previously. As stated in Ref. [35]: “Two general classes of morphometric methods can 
be used to analyse landmark coordinate data: coordinate-based methods and coordinate-free 
methods.” Coordinate-free methods involve finding facial angles, distances between specific 
landmark points, and ratios of such distances in order to quantify age-related changes [35–40]. 
Multivariate statistics [41], multilevel univariate methods [42], and multivariate Bayesian-type 
methods [43] have even been used to analyse such coordinate-free data. An interesting 
comparison of three different methodologies that predict facial growth relative to incremental 
and positional changes over short- and long-term time periods is given in Ref. [44]. 
Multivariate modelling techniques have also been used to analyse coordinate data directly in 
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order to understand age-related changes in facial size and shape. These methods have included: 
simple “centering” and / or averaging techniques of facial shape at each age followed by a 
simple parametric model of growth [45], multivariate or kernel regression [46,47], principal 
components analysis (PCA) based methods [48–50], clustering and discriminant function 
analysis [51], and autoregressive moving averaging methods [52]. Another related multivariate 
technique that employs imputation is given by bootstrapped response-based imputation 
modelling (BRIM) of facial shape [18]. A recent example is also given by a linear mixed model 
of optic disk shape [53]. Furthermore, the effects of covariates in images have been explored 
using variational auto-encoders more generally (see, e.g., [54–56]). Multilinear models [57] 
have also been used to explore facial shape recently. Although such multilinear models should 
not be confused with methods presented here, there may well be some methodological overlap 
with them. For example, the way in which multilinear models “decouples the variation into 
several modes” [58] is similar in spirit to ideas presented here.  
Multilevel principal components analysis (mPCA) [59-64] provides a straightforward method 
of accounting for covariates or clustering when modelling multivariate data such as shape or 
image data. It has been shown that specific influences on facial shape can be isolated more 
effectively by using mPCA (at specific levels of the model) than by using single-level PCA 
[59-64]. Furthermore, mPCA provides useful information relating to the amount of variability 
explained by these influences by inspection of eigenvalues. Modes of variation at specific 
levels also provide insight into how these influences affect facial shape. Previous calculations 
dealt with: facial shape changes between different “ethnicities” and by sex [61], image shape 
and texture for two expressions (neutral and smiling) [62,63], and time-series shape data 
tracked through all phases of a smile [63]. A recent mPCA study [64] considered the effects of 
age on facial shape in adolescents for Monte Carlo simulated data of 21 3D landmark points 
(i.e., coordinate data) and for 12 GPA-scaled 3D landmark points for 195 shapes from 27 white, 
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male school-children aged 11 to 16 years old. Modes of variation via mPCA made sense for 
both datasets and component scores showed a distinct trend with age in both cases. Conditional 
probabilities were shown to reflect membership by age group for both datasets and the effects 
of outliers in the Monte Carlo dataset were reduced by using robust methods [64].  
The aim of this work is to explore the effects of ethnicity, sex and age on facial variation. 
(Environmental and genetic factors will be explored in future research.) We wish to determine 
the similarities and differences that occur in facial changes in adolescents with respect to age 
for different groups of subjects by ethnicity and sex. Two groups (Finnish and Welsh) are used 
here in these initial calculations. The multilevel model presented here allows us to do this by 
modelling between-group variations at one level of the model and within-group variations at 
another. We expect that the addition of more ethnic groups would be reflected primarily at the 
level of the model dealing with ethnicity. However, this statement is somewhat speculative and 
will be explored in future research. An exploration of age, sex and ethnicity / genotype on facial 
shape is also presented in Ref. [21]. Thus, here we extend previous mPCA calculations [64] to 
dense “point clouds” of 3D facial shape for males and female Finnish and Welsh subjects aged 
12 to 17 years old. The repeated measures aspect of this data is modelled explicitly by an 
appropriately constructed mPCA model. We wish to prove the principle that mPCA can be 
used to study age-related changes of facial shapes for such “dense” point data, as well as to 
compare and contrast our results to the literature on this subject in the conclusions. Finally, 
mathematical and practical details related to this work are given in Appendices.  
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2  Materials and Methods 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of a multilevel model of the effects of sex and age on facial shape.  
Our dataset consists of 729 3D facial shapes for subjects aged 12 to 17 years old. Each subject 
had 5 to 10 shapes at different ages. The number of the subjects presented with respect to 
ethnicity and sex was: Welsh male = 28, Welsh female = 22, Finnish male = 25, Finnish female 
= 22.” “Meshmonk” software [65] was used to place 1000 3D points regularly on the face for 
each subject using a non-rigid template. All shapes were subsequently superimposed and scaled 
with respect to mean shape using a generalized Procrustes analysis. Ethical approval for this 
study was obtained from the director of education, head teachers, school committees, and the 
relevant ethics committees of Bro Taf and Cardiff University (reference 04/WSE/109) and the 
City of Oulu (reference 7728/2006).  As the mathematics is slightly involved, the formalism 
for mPCA is explored in detail in Appendix A. However, the method can be understood for our 
dataset by considering Fig. 1, which illustrates the “fully nested” three-level model used in 
these initial proof-of-principle calculations. Sex and ethnicity are represented by a single level 
(level 1), variations due to differences between subjects (excepting those of age, ethnicity and 
sex) are represented at level 2, and age is represented at level 3. We use this model because 
this data is “repeated-measures” data, i.e., multiple images from individual subjects at different 
ages for two ethnicities (Welsh and Finnish) and both sexes. The different types of multilevel 
Level 1 • Sex / Ethnicity
Level 2 • All other "subject" variations
Level 3 • Age (repeated measures)
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model are discussed in detail in Appendix B. We note here though that there are three types: 
fully nested models (as above) where all subjects and groups belong to just one group in the 
level above it, which is true (importantly) at all levels; non-nested cases where subjects or 
groups can belong to more than one groups in the levels above it; or “mixed” cases where some 
levels are fully nested in the level directly above it and some are not. The associated likelihood 
function for mPCA is presented in Appendix C and an additional maximum likelihood solution 
is derived. 
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3  Results 
 
Figure 2: Eigenvalues from single-level PCA and mPCA. 
Results for the eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 2. We see that results of mPCA are of the same 
magnitude and follow a similar pattern to those results of single-level PCA. As expected, there 
are only three non-zero eigenvalues for level 1 of the model (sex / ethnicity), which is to be 
expected as there are only four groups at this level (male and female Finnish and Welsh 
subjects) and so the rank of the covariance matrix at this level is given by 3. By contrast, there 
are many non-zero eigenvalues at level 3 of the model (age). As there are many other influences 
that can affect facial shape other than sex, ethnicity, and age, it is also not surprising that level 
2 contains many non-zero eigenvalues of larger magnitude as this level represents “all other 
variations”. Results of mPCA at the three level indicate that they contribute to: level 1, 7.9% 
of variation; level 2, 71.5% of variation; and, level 3, 20.6% of variation.  
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Figure 3: Eigenvectors for level 1 (ethnicity/sex), component 1 via mPCA (ethnicity: Finnish 
to Welsh from mean –  3SD to mean + 3SD); a) mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) 
colour map of the projection of this mode (×3SD) perpendicular to the surface at each point 
(blue indicates inward changes and yellow indicates outward changes, where the colour bar is 
in units of mm). 
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Figure 4: Eigenvectors for level 1 (ethnicity/sex), component 2 via mPCA (sex: male to female 
from mean –  3SD to mean + 3SD); a) mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) colour map 
of the projection of this mode (×3SD) perpendicular to the surface at each point (blue indicates 
inward changes and yellow indicates outward changes, where the colour bar is in units of mm). 
Results for modes of variations from mPCA at levels 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figs. 3 to 8, 
respectively. Fig. 3 shows that level 1, component 1 via mPCA corresponds (broadly) to 
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differences between Finnish and Welsh subjects, i.e., from (Finnish) slightly upturned nose and 
prominent cheeks to (Welsh) a straighter nose, less prominent cheeks, and a generally “squarer” 
face. By contrast, level 1, component 2 via mPCA in Fig. 4 corresponds (broadly) to differences 
between males and females, i.e., from (males) prominent chin and brow to (females) more 
prominent cheeks, reduced chin, nose, and forehead, and rounder face. However, we cannot 
preclude that some mixing of the effects of ethnicity (Wales versus Finland) and sex has 
occurred as we have coded these factors together within this specific level via mPCA. Results 
of single-level PCA for component 4 are quite similar to results for level 1, component 1 via 
mPCA and results of single-level PCA for component 6 are similar to results for level 1, 
component 2 via mPCA, and so these results of single-level PCA are not presented here. 
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Figure 5: Eigenvectors for level 2 (all other “subject” variations), component 1 via mPCA; a) 
mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) colour map of the projection of this mode (×3SD) 
perpendicular to the surface at each point (blue indicates inward changes and yellow indicates 
outward changes, where the colour bar is in units of mm). 
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Figure 6 Eigenvectors for level 2 (all other “subject” variations), component 2 via mPCA; a) 
mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) colour map of the projection of this mode (×3SD) 
perpendicular to the surface at each point (blue indicates inward changes and yellow indicates 
outward changes, where the colour bar is in units of mm). 
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Fig. 5 shows that level 2, component 1 via mPCA corresponds to changes in the overall width 
of the face, and (strongly) the prominence of the jaw and mouth/cheeks. The eigenvalue for 
this component was the largest overall via mPCA and strong changes can be seen in Fig. 5. 
Note that mPCA, level 2, component 2 in Fig. 6 corresponds to changes going from a thinner 
to a rounder (flatter) face. Arguably, these changes in Figs. 5 and 6 are not due to ethnicity, 
sex, or age. Although this is what we would expect, some caution is warranted as these 
components can be subtle to interpret. Inspection of components for single-level PCA (not 
shown here) indicate that single-level PCA, component 1 corresponds to mPCA, level 2, 
component 1 and single-level PCA, component 2 probably corresponds to mPCA, level 2, 
component 2.  
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Figure 7: Eigenvectors, level 3 (age), component 1 via mPCA (increasing age from: mean –  
3SD to mean + 3SD); a) mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) colour map of the projection 
of this mode (×3SD) perpendicular to the surface at each point (blue indicates inward changes 
and yellow indicates outward changes, where the colour bar is in units of mm). 
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Figure 8: Eigenvectors level 3 (age), component 2 via mPCA (decreasing age from: mean –  
3SD to mean + 3SD); a) mean + 3SD; b) mean; c) mean – 3SD; d) colour map of the projection 
of this mode (×3SD) perpendicular to the surface at each point (blue indicates inward changes 
and yellow indicates outward changes, where the colour bar is in units of mm). 
Results for major modes of variation at level 3 via mPCA in Figs. 7 and 8 are consistent with 
changes in facial shape due to age. For example, level 3, component 1 in Fig. 7 indicates an 
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increase in the prominence of the chin and the size of the nose with increasing age, such that 
features become more strongly defined. Furthermore, the forehead also becomes less prominent 
with increasing age and cheeks also become less rounded. The second component via mPCA 
at level 3 in Fig. 8 also corresponds to an increase in prominence of the chin again, so features 
become slightly more defined, although the face also becomes slightly wider. It is much harder 
to identify specific modes associated with age for single-level PCA compared to mPCA. Again, 
it is likely that different “effects” are strongly mixed together for single-level PCA.  
   
    
Figure 9: Standardised component scores via: top left, mPCA, level 1, components 1 and 2; 
top right, mPCA, level 3, components 1 and 2; bottom left, single-level PCA, components 4 
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and 6; bottom left, single-level PCA, components 1 and 2. Centroids for the four groups by 
ethnicity and sex are shown in the left-hand figures and centroids for the six age groups (12 
years old to 17 years old) are shown in the right-hand figures. 
Results for standardised component scores are shown in Fig. 9 for mPCA and single-level PCA. 
We see that strong differentiation between groups by ethnicity and sex is seen at level 1 via 
mPCA, as expected. No strong difference between these ethnicity and sex groups is seen at the 
other levels. This figure also clearly shows that level 1, component 1 via mPCA relates to 
ethnicity and level 1, component 2 via mPCA relates to sex. As can be seen from Fig. 9, single-
level PCA also shows similar differences between these groups for components 4 and 6, 
although there is much more overlap in these scores when compared to those results of mPCA. 
Figure 9 demonstrates also that a strong progression in the positions of the centroids of 
standardised component scores with age group occurs at level 3 via mPCA. (No strong 
differentiation in centroids with age is observed in scores at either levels 1 or 2 via mPCA.) 
Single-level PCA results also shows a progression in terms of the centroids of the component 
scores with age in both components 1 and 2. We see also from Fig. 9 that (average / centroid) 
standardised scores for males (i.e., lines with blue upward diamonds for Welsh males and with 
green downward diamonds for Finnish males) and females (i.e., lines with red “right” diamonds 
for Welsh females and with pink “left” diamonds for Finnish females) appear to follow 
different paths or “trajectories” for both single-level PCA and mPCA. Indeed, males appear to 
have a larger “trajectory” than females with respect to these centroids of standardised scores 
for level 3, component 1 via mPCA. Similarly, the trajectory of centroids for component 2 via 
single-level PCA is also shorter for females compared to males. However, sample sizes for 
each ethnicity / sex group are small and so any such statements are somewhat speculative. The 
issue of the length of these trajectories is also complicated (slightly) by the fact that we have 
standardised components so that scores for different components are on a similar scale. There 
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was no obvious evidence of a difference in growth patterns for Welsh females versus Finnish 
females and for Welsh males versus Finnish males, i.e., it is hard to say if the “trajectories” of 
their centroids at level 3 via mPCA are different, although we remark again that such analyses 
are hampered by small sample sizes. 
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4 Discussion 
The effect of age on 3D facial shape data in adolescents has been explored in this work. The 
formalism for mPCA has been described and it was seen that mPCA allows us to model 
variations at different levels of structure in the data, namely: level 1 (ethnicity / sex); level 2 
(all “other” variations, i.e., excepting ethnicity / sex /age); and, level 3 (age). Eigenvalues 
appeared to make sense for our dataset. In particular, examination of eigenvalues suggested 
that age contributed approximately 20.6% to the total variation in the shapes. Modes of 
variation via mPCA also appeared to make sense, where changes in facial shape due to ethnicity 
and sex were observed (correctly) at level 1 and changes due to age were seen (also correctly) 
at level 3. Evidence of clustering by ethnicity and sex and (separately) by age group was seen 
in the standardised component scores at levels and 1 and 3, respectively, of the mPCA model 
(and also in scores for single-level PCA). These results are good tests that mPCA provides 
reasonable results. It was also noted that “trajectories” of centroids of standardised component 
scores for males and females appeared to be different at level 3 of the mPCA model and via 
single-level PCA. Indeed, trajectories of these scores for females appeared to be shorter than 
for males for level 3, component 1 via mPCA and also (separately) in component scores via 
single-level PCA. However, this was hard to ascertain definitively due to small sample sizes. 
No obvious evidence of differences in trajectories between Welsh and Finnish subjects (for 
males and females separately) with age was observed, although again sample sizes were small. 
An initial exploration of the associated multivariate probability distribution for such multilevel 
architectures was presented in appendices and the different types of multilevel models via 
mPCA were described. The likelihood function for mPCA was presented in appendices and an 
additional maximum likelihood solution was presented. 
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There has been much previous research relating to the process of facial changes in adolescents 
with respect to age (see, e.g., Refs. [36-52,66-70]). In particular, a review of age-related facial 
changes [40] points out the difficulty of predicting changes in specific subjects, noting, for 
example, that: “the adolescent growth spurt in the mandible occurs in less than 25% of the 
cases, but the presence, onset, duration, and magnitude of the pubertal growth spurt in facial 
dimensions cannot be accurately predicted for any single individual.” mPCA provides a 
possible method of resolving this problem by representing individual variations at one level 
and group-level and / or age-related changes at other levels. However, more research (and 
larger sample sizes) are necessary to establish if this will work in practice at an “individual 
level”.  
Our results for the first two components at level 3 via mPCA appear to support statements 
relating to “aging” in adolescents in Ref. [52], which states (generally) that: “a chubby face 
turns into an elongated and more distinct face during the growth” and that “facial features, such 
as the nose and the eyes, become more prominent and evolve to the main characteristics of a 
face.” However, we believe that our results via mPCA and single-level PCA also demonstrate 
differences in age-related changes in facial shape between the sexes. No obvious differences 
in growth patterns between Welsh and Finnish subjects was evident. An analysis of differences 
in changes in facial shape during adolescence between the sexes is given in Ref. [49] and the 
interested is referred to this reference for more information. It is stated in the abstract of Ref. 
[67] that “a large part of male facial volume preponderance occurred in the lower third of the 
face,” which (speculatively) is reminiscent of changes due to level 3, component 1 via mPCA. 
Furthermore, we remark again that trajectories of centroids of standardised component scores 
with age group for level 3 via mPCA and via single-level PCA were different for males 
compared to females. A recent study [49] used PCA of “landmark” 3D facial shape data in 
order to study facial changes in male and female populations aged 12 to 15 years old. The 
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authors of this study also found that males had larger trajectories with age with respect to PC 
components than females [49], which agrees with initial results presented here. These results 
for a “larger trajectory” for males in this age range correspond with empirical evidence given 
in Ref. [70], which states that “surface changes are greater in boys than girls” with “boys 
exhibiting more changes later.” (Some caution should be exercised here though as some 
members of both sexes are probably still changing between the ages of 12 and 17 years old.) 
We therefore conclude that our work supports existing evidence in the literature relating to 
facial changes in adolescents with respect to age. 
An important advantage of such multilevel methods as presented here is that our model can 
reflect explicitly the design of the experiment or structure of the population of shapes. We can 
view the model in Fig. 1 for our study as an idealisation of the structure of the population of 
our shapes, namely: individual shapes at level 3 nested within subjects at level 2 (i.e., multiple 
shapes from each subject) and individual subjects at level 2 nested within the different ethnicity 
/ sex groups at level 1. We expect that models that follow the structure of the experiment or 
population should perform better than those (e.g., single-level) models that do not. Indeed, this 
has been shown to be the case here. Again, we wished to “prove the principle” that multivariate 
multilevel models can be used to explore facial variation with age only; an exploration of 
alternative potential (e.g., 3- or 4-level) models will be carried out in future research. Another 
important advantage of mPCA is that eigenvectors within each level are orthogonal, although 
eigenvectors do not necessarily need to be orthogonal between levels. mPCA should therefore 
demonstrate less “mixing” between effects in modes of variation (for those influences 
represented at different levels of the model) than in modes of variation via single-level PCA. 
Indeed, the evidence presented in this article strongly supports this supposition. Finally, the 
importance of multivariate techniques, including PCA, is becoming recognised more generally 
in engineering and computer science (see, e.g. Refs. [71,72]). 
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Understanding the normal variation of the growth of facial shape in adolescents is crucial in 
ascertaining how human adolescents age. The results presented here have been shown to be a 
useful first step in establishing multivariate multilevel statistical approaches as a viable method 
of modelling the effects of age in adolescents across multiple populations. By comparing new 
shapes to the model, it should be possible in future to identify those subjects that are outlying 
to normal variation encapsulated in the model and therefore at risk of disease. However, larger 
sample sizes are necessary in this case. Our results therefore have the potential to be very 
important clinically in assessing normal facial variation in adolescents in future. The 
significance of this article is also that it presents important methodological advances for the 
mPCA method in appendices, including a full maximum-likelihood solution.  
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5 Conclusions 
We have shown in this article that mPCA can be applied to “dense” 3D point data representing 
facial shape. Changes in facial shape due to ethnicity, sex, and age were represented correctly 
at appropriate levels of the mPCA model. Results of mPCA compared well to those results of 
single-level PCA, although we expect that less “mixing” of different effects should occur in 
modes of variations for mPCA compared to single-level PCA. We found suggestive differences 
in age-related changes in facial shape between the sexes. Our results relating to age-related 
changes in adolescents appeared to agree with previous results cited in the literature. No strong 
evidence of differences in age-related changes in facial shape was observed by ethnicity. Our 
results yielded insight into facial changes in adolescents with respect to age and they are an 
encouraging and successful initial exploration of the use of mPCA to study age-related changes 
in facial shape during adolescence for “dense” 3D point data.   
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Appendix A: mPCA Mathematical Formalism 
3D landmark points are represented by a vector 𝑧 for each shape. Single-level PCA is carried 
out by finding the mean shape vector 𝜇 over all shapes and a covariance matrix  
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𝑘1 and 𝑘2 indicate elements of this covariance matrix and 𝑖 refers to a given subject. The 
eigenvalues 𝜆𝑙 and (orthonormal) eigenvectors 𝑢𝑙 of this matrix are found readily. For PCA, 
one ranks all the eigenvalues into descending order and one retains the first 𝑝1 components in 
the model. The shape 𝑧 is modeled by  
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The coefficients {𝑎𝑙} (also referred to as “component scores” here) are found readily by using 
a scalar product with respect to the set of orthonormal eigenvectors, i.e., 𝑎𝑙 = 𝑢𝑙 ∙ (𝑧 − 𝑧̅), for 
a fit of the model to a new shape vector 𝑧. The component score 𝑎𝑙 is standardized by dividing 
by the square root of the eigenvalue 𝜆𝑙.  
mPCA allows us to isolate the effects of various influences on shape at different levels of the 
model and this is illustrated as a schematic in Fig. 1 given above. The covariance matrix at 
level 3 is formed with respect to all “repeated measurements” of 3D facial shape for each 
subject individually (at different ages) and then these covariance matrices are averaged over 
all subjects to give the level 3 covariance matrix, Σ3. The average shape over all ages for each 
subject 𝑙2 in each sex / ethnicity group 𝑙1 is denoted by 𝜇𝑙1𝑙2
3 . Each subject “forms their own 
group” at level 2. Note that the “repeated measures” aspect of the data is therefore modelled 
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explicitly at level 3 by using this approach. The covariance matrix Σ2 at level 2 is formed with 
respect to the shapes 𝜇𝑙1𝑙2
3  and then these covariance matrices are averaged over 𝑙1  (i.e., the 
four sex / ethnicity groups here) to give the level 2 covariance matrix, Σ2. The average shape 
for each sex / ethnicity group 𝑙1  is denoted by 𝜇𝑙1
2 . Finally, the covariance matrix Σ1 at level 1 
is formed with respect to these shapes 𝜇𝑙1
2  and the overall “grand mean” shape is denoted by 
𝜇1. Again, these relationships are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the multilevel model used here. mPCA 
diagonalizes the covariance matrices at the three levels separately. The l-th eigenvalue at level 
1 is denoted by 𝜆𝑙
1, with associated eigenvector 𝑢𝑙
1, the l-th eigenvalue at level 2 is denoted by 
𝜆𝑙
2, with associated eigenvector 𝑢𝑙
2, and the l-th eigenvalue at level 3 is denoted by 𝜆𝑙
3, with 
associated eigenvector 𝑢𝑙
3.  We rank the eigenvalues into descending order at each level of the 
model separately, and then we retain the first 𝑝1, 𝑝2 and 𝑝3 eigenvectors of largest magnitude 
at the three levels, respectively. Note that eigenvectors within each level are orthogonal, 
although eigenvectors do not necessarily need to be orthogonal between levels. We expect that 
mPCA should demonstrate less “mixing” between effects in modes of variation (for those 
influences represented at different levels of the model) than in modes of variation via single-
level PCA. The shape 𝑧 is modeled via mPCA by 

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where 𝜇1 is the “grand mean” at level 1, as described above. The coefficients {𝑎𝑙
1}, {𝑎𝑙
2} and 
{𝑎𝑙
3} (again referred to as “component scores” here) are determined for any new shape 𝑧 by 
using a global optimization procedure in MATLAB R2017 with respect to an appropriate cost 
function. The mPCA component scores 𝑎𝑙
1, 𝑎𝑙
2 and 𝑎𝑙
3 may again be standardized by dividing 
by the square roots of 𝜆𝑙
1, 𝜆𝑙
2, and 𝜆𝑙
3 respectively.   
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Appendix B: Fully Nested, Non-Nested, and “Mixed” Cases 
Before going on to define the associated likelihood function via mPCA, it is useful firstly to 
define what types of model are possible via this multilevel approach. We define these as: 
 Fully “nested” cases are those where shapes, subjects, or groups belong to exactly and only 
one group in the above it and (importantly) at all levels. A classic example here are clusters 
by school or class for some arbitrary “outcome” (e.g., exam results or here, facial shape). 
Each child belongs to one class only and each class belongs to only one school. Thus, this 
design is “fully nested” at all levels.  
 Fully “non-nested” cases have groups at a given level than can belong to more than one 
group in the levels above it. An example here would be to represent sex and ethnicity at 
different levels (e.g., 1 and 2) of the model and subjects at the bottom level. Note that one 
can have males and females for multiple types of ethnicity (e.g., Finnish or Welsh, as given 
here). This design is “non-nested” at all levels (excepting the bottom level). Note also that 
there is no actual order as such for the ethnicity and sex levels (1 and 2) as such in this 
example.  
 Some multilevel cases contain both fully nested and non-nested elements, which we shall 
refer to here as “mixed.”  An example might be to set sex and ethnicity at separate levels 
(1 and 2) for a given set of subjects but with repeated measures at level 4 for each subject 
at level 3 (e.g., exam results at different time points). Again, there is no actual order as such 
for the ethnicity and sex levels, although there definitely is an order for repeated measures 
as they belong to only one subject in the level above them. (Note that each subject “forms 
their own group” at level 3 in this model.) 
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Appendix C: Likelihood function for a fully nested 3-level model 
Note that we consider a three-level fully nested model (as used here), although the extension 
to more levels follows on analogously. Firstly, we define two sets of weights or probabilities 
at levels 1 (𝜋𝑙1) and 2 (𝜋𝑙1𝑙2), where 𝑙1 refers to a specific sex /ethnicity group at level 1 and 𝑙2 
refers to a specific subject in group 𝑙1. We remember again that the average shape over all 
shapes at different ages for each subject (here) is denoted by 𝜇𝑙1𝑙2
3 . The average shape for group 
𝑙1 is denoted by 𝜇𝑙1
2  and the overall grand mean is denoted by 𝜇1 . The number of sex / ethnicity 
groups at level 1 is 𝑚1(=4) and the number of subjects in each group 𝑙1 is 𝑚𝑙1. Note that ∑ 𝑚𝑙1𝑙1  
is the total number of subjects (and not the total number of shapes), i.e., 118 subjects in total. 
Finally, sample sizes at the lowest level are given by 𝑛𝑙1𝑙2. For our dataset, 𝑛𝑙1𝑙2 refers to the 
number of repeated measurements for each subject 𝑙2 in each group 𝑙1. A general expression 
for the likelihood function of a fully nested three-level model is given by 
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The associated log-likelihood is given by, 
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Note that 𝑛𝑙1 is the total number of shapes within group 𝑙1 and that the total number of shapes 
overall is given by: 𝑛 = ∑ 𝑛𝑙1𝑙1 .  For mPCA, we model different sources of variation at 
different levels of the model and (common) covariance matrices are diagonalized at each level, 
as explained above. Hence, a natural assumption is to use multivariate Gaussians at the lowest 
level to represent the distribution of data within a group. A general expression for the 
multivariate Gaussian distributions at level 3 is given by 
)|()|( 3321
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where Σ𝑙1𝑙2
3  is the covariance matrix for subject 𝑙1𝑙2 in in sex / ethnicity group 𝑙1. (Note again 
that mPCA uses a common covariance matrix at level 3 and so the expression above is slightly 
more general.) A further natural assumption (see also Ref. [52]) for mPCA is that the 
probabilities at levels 1 (𝜋𝑙1) and 2 (𝜋𝑙1𝑙2) are also proportional to Gaussians, where   
)|(&)|( 112223
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This assumption is reasonable when the sample sizes per group are large. (Note again that 
mPCA uses a common covariance matrix also at level 2 and so the expression above is slightly 
more general.) When sample sizes are low however, the following “flat” expression for these 
probabilities [52] might be more appropriate, 
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Finally, let us now assume that 𝜋𝑙1 and 𝜋𝑙1𝑙2 are completely “free” parameters. The maximum 
likelihood (ML) solution for Eq. (C2) with respect to 𝜋𝑙1 and 𝜋𝑙1𝑙2 (with additional Lagrange 
multipliers to ensure that probabilities sum correctly to 1) is given by, 
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Hence, we see that Eq. (C6) for mPCA is a limiting case of the ML solution, i.e., when all 
sample sizes per group are equal (at each level appropriately). The analysis of the likelihood 
function has therefore yielded valuable insight into the mPCA method. Note also that (biased) 
population estimates of covariance matrices are obtained via the ML solution rather than 
sample estimates used in mPCA. This result means that one uses denominators of “n” rather 
than “n – 1” when evaluating these matrices. In principle, a maximum likelihood solution could 
be found for distributions other than multivariate Gaussians of Eq. (C4) used at level 3, 
including non-parametric multivariate distributions. 
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